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triomis already, where the German national soccer team would like: Micro-
soft nominates triomis as finalist for Microsoft Partner 2008 Award in the 

category Information Worker Solutions, Office Smart Client development 

Today, triomis announced it has been selected as a finalist for the Microsoft Part-
ner of the Year award in Information Worker Solutions, Office Solutions Develop-
ment. 

Contrary to earlier years, Microsoft already announced the winners before the 
world-wide Partner Conference, which takes place in this year from 7th of July to 
10th of July in Houston (USA). As in the previous year triomis lost only in the final. 
In this year the Award went to Korea.  

„We are proud to have reached again the final“ explains Stephan Thurek, founder 
and managing director of triomis GmbH. " After the Award as Partners of the Year 
2006 by Microsoft Germany that is the third Award nomination in the last three 
years. In any case we became that, which our national soccer team would like to 
still become: European champion! We hope that our kickers achieve their goal.“ 

Awards will be presented in a number of categories, with winners chosen from a 
pool of more than 2,000 entrants worldwide. The Information Worker Solutions, 
Office Solutions Development Partner of the Year award recognizes exceptional 
partners that have excelled in offering breakthrough Microsoft Office system solu-
tions. Partner’s development of Office Open XML-based, Web services-based, or 
Microsoft Visual Studio 2005 Tools for the 2007 Microsoft Office system- based 
technology and marketing offerings have helped customers connect people, appli-
cations, and partners while delivering excellent total cost of ownership. The win-
ning partner’s innovative thinking has helped to solve a technical challenge or 
helped to address its customers’ business needs and empower their people, and 
has had a unique and positive impact on customers’ business pain points. 

“Partners are critical to delivering rich business solutions and innovative excellence 
to customers,” said Allison Watson, Corporate Vice President, Worldwide Partner 
Group, Microsoft. “Congratulations to the 2008 Partner Award winners who have 
each demonstrated innovation beyond measure and an unswerving commitment to 
delivering the highest levels of customer satisfaction. We look forward to these 
partners continuing to raise the bar in the design and deployment of customer so-
lutions built on Microsoft technologies.” 

triomis is partner for innovative information technology. As a specialist for the reali-
zation of software solutions based on Microsoft technologies triomis has compe-
tencies within Business Intelligence, Collaboration and Knowledge management, 
development of Web Applications, portal development, Integration of business ap-
plications and custom software development. 

triomis was founded 1992 by Stephan,  Andreas and Sabine Thurek. Since 1992 
use prominent banks, insurance, media concerns and trading companies solutions 
of triomis. 

The Microsoft Partner Program Awards recognize Microsoft partners that have 
developed and delivered exceptional Microsoft-based solutions over the past year. 
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